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THE OPTIMUM 9200A (2nd Gen) - More Than 400 5-Star Product Reviews on Product Review!





from  $395.00


  
    
    $592.00
    
  




The Optimum 9200a 2nd Gen Blender includes:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Blender Base with overload protection switch





UL, CE and FDA approved Eastman Tritan Copolyester BPA Free jug with lid and cap





Wet and dry multi-purpose 6-blade stainless steel assembly





Heavy duty tamper tool for improved processing and mixing + Spatula





Nut Milk Bag





24x7 Support & Warranty 





100+ page recipe book





Comprehensive Warranty
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Optimum G2.6 Slim Platinum Series - The Best Blender & Smoothie Maker





$498.00


  
    
    $798.00
    
  






The Optimum G2.6 Slim Platinum Series Smoothie Maker includes:




30-Day Money Back Guarantee





Slim blender base with overload protection switch





1,75l UL, CE and FDA-approved Eastman Tritan Copolyester BPA-free jug with lid and cap





Wet and dry multi-purpose 6-blade stainless steel assembly





Heavy-duty tamper tool for improved processing and mixing





LED control panel with six preset functions + dial for variable speed control + self-cleaning function





24x7 Support & Warranty





100+ page recipe book





Comprehensive Warranty
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Optimum 9400X - Best Commercial Blender in New Zealand With Optional Sound Cover





from  $699.00


  
    
    $899.00
    
  





 

Optimum 9400X includes:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Blender Base with overload protection switch





UL, CE and FDA approved Eastman Tritan Copolyester BPA Free jug with lid and cap





Wet and dry multi-purpose 6-blade stainless steel assembly





Heavy duty tamper tool for improved processing and mixing





Sound Cover (optional)





Intuitive, easy to use digital control panel 





24x7 Support & Warranty 





100+ page recipe book





Comprehensive Warranty
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Optimum NutriForce Extractor 2.0





from  $249.00





THE OPTIMUM NUTRIFORCE INCLUDES: 




30-day money-back guarantee





Motor base with control panel





800ml Tritan BPA-free cup





400ml Tritan BPA-free cup





Extractor blade





Grinder blade





Sip & Seal Lid





Storage Lid





24x7 Support & Warranty 





Comprehensive Warranty



THE OPTIMUM NUTRIFORCE VS NUTRIBULLET
To bring you quality kitchen solutions, Optimum has yet again expanded its line of globally well-loved blenders to present the all new Optimum NutriForce Extractor. Designed as a personal single-serving blender, the Optimum NutriForce Extractor is made to provide the utmost convenience.
Make your energy-boosting smoothie ahead of time and screw on the stay-fresh travel lid. You can come home from the gym to the perfect post-workout smoothie straight from the refrigerator. Need to head right out after the gym? Just switch to the to-go lid and you can be out the door again.
Simple, convenient and versatile, the Optimum NutriForce Extractor even comes with 2 Tritan BPA-free cups (800 & 400ml) to suit your needs and ensure your drink is safe and free from harmful chemicals. The Optimum is rated as the #1 competitor to the popular Nutribullet by the reputable Choice Magazine, along with various independent reviews. It offers you the same if not a better result – just watch the videos. When you invest in an Optimum Nutriforce Blender, you’re getting more than just a blender. You’re getting peace of mind and confidence in its durability, versatility and quality.
With focus on quality as well as performance, Optimum© has proven a world class supplier of quality domestic and commercial blenders and juicers, designed to outlast and outperform competitors.
Try Now
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Optimum 600M - Best Compact Cold Press Juicer - 2023 Award Winner





$329.00


  
    
    $399.00
    
  






The Optimum 600M Juicer includes:




30-day money-back guarantee





1 x Optimum 600M Cold Press Juicer





1 x Juicing Screw (Auger)





1 x 600ml juice cup + 1x residue cup





Fine Strainer for Juice, Nut Milk and more





Blank Strainer for Ice Cream and Sorbet





Cleaning Brush and Tamper





24x7 Support & amp; Warranty





100 Juice recipes ebook (PDF version)





Comprehensive Warranty
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Optimum 600XXL - The Best Cold Press Big Mouth Slow Juicer





$498.00


  
    
    $599.00
    
  




The Optimum 600XXL Juicer includes:




30-Day Money-Back Guarantee





Juicer Motor Base





On/Off/Reverse Switch





Juicing Screw (Auger)





1000ml Juice Container with Filter





900ml Pulp Container & 800ml Juicing Cup





Tamper (Pusher)





Comprehensive Warranty





24x7 Support & Warranty





100 Juice Recipes Ebook 
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OPTIMUM H3000 2nd Gen





from  $495.00


  
    
    $679.00
    
  






The Optimum H3000 2nd Gen Juicer includes:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Juicer base with bowl and feeding chute





1 x glass juice jug 500ml + 1 x residue cup 750ml





Portable Vacuum bottle





Ceramic Auger (Juicing Screw)





Fine Strainer for Juice, Nutmilk and more





Juicer cleaning brush + tamper





24x7 Support & Warranty





100 juice recipes





Comprehensive Warranty
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The Optimum Mamma Mia





$457.00


  
    
    $499.00
    
  






THE OPTIMUM MAMMA MIA COMES WITH:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Quality noodle mixing chamber with 8 different attachments -- Linguine, Spaghetti, Fettuccine, Tagliatelle, Angel Hair, Penne, Lasagna and Udon





Slow Juicer Attachment





Meat Grinder Attachment





Slicer/Shredder Attachment





Frozen Treat Attachment





Digital LCD Touch Screen Panel





Wet and Dry Measuring Cups






Cleaning Brush







Dough Scraper








24x7 Support & Warranty 





Comprehensive Warranty






User Manual & Recipe Book







WHY THE MAMMA MIA WILL BE YOUR NEW FAVOURITE KITCHEN ASSISTANT
VersatileIf you are looking for one of the most versatile kitchen appliances on the market today, you’ve come to the right place. The Optimum Mamma Mia does it all -- it makes fresh pasta/noodles, frozen treats, homemade mince, cold press juice and can shred vegetables and cheese in a matter of seconds. Access to expert support teamOur expert support team of avid juicers, nutritionists and chefs are always available to all Optimum customers. Whatever questions you have, you can be assured that a team member will be able to help you with anything you need.Thousands of Customer ReviewsThousands of customer reviews can be found on Facebook, Instagram, Choice and Product Review Australia. Our juicers are ranked #1, #2, #4, #5 and #6 on Product Review. 24x7 support & warrantyOur support and warranty team operate 24/7, all around the globe. When you purchase your Mamma Mia, you will have full access to our customer service team, regardless of the time of day.



WHAT CAN I MAKE WITH MY OPTIMUM MAMMA MIA?






FRESH PASTA AND NOODLES
  Say goodbye to store-bought options and savour the incomparable taste and texture of freshly made pasta in the comfort of your own kitchen!

  

COLD PRESS JUICE
    This incredible machine lets you create nutrient-packed, fresh juices that retain all the goodness and flavours of your favourite fruits and vegetables.
    



HOMEMADE MINCED MEAT
  Create flavorful homemade minced meat like never before! Experience the joy of customizing your perfect meal with herbs and spices!






FROZEN TREATS
  Beat the heat and treat yourself to delightful frozen creations. From creamy gelato to fruity sorbets and refreshing frozen yoghurts, the possibilities are endless, the Optimum Mamma Mia effortlessly blends and churns ingredients to create velvety-smooth, luscious frozen delights in no time.



SHREDDED CHEESE
  Simply pop in your favourite block of cheese, and let the shredder do the work for you. From soft to hard cheeses, it handles them all with ease, saving you time and effort in the kitchen.



SLICED AND SHREDDED VEGGIES
  Effortlessly slice cucumbers, carrots, and bell peppers into uniform shapes, adding a beautiful touch to your dishes.



Try Now
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Thermocook Pro M 2.0 - The Best All-In-One Kitchen Appliance in New Zealand





from  $899.00


  
    
    $1,100.00
    
  






THE OPTIMUM THERMOCOOK PRO M 2.0 INCLUDES: 




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





ThermoCook Pro M 2.0 Base with Integrated Scale





2.5 Litre stainless steel bowl for blending and cooking





Steamer Insert





Cooker Insert (Inner Basket)





Stainless Steel Blade Assembly





Large digital LCD display to manually adjust time, temperature and speed + preset functions + reverse function





Butterfly Whisk





Spatula





24x7 Support & Warranty





100+ built in recipes WIFI and ability to use and program your own recipes into a mobile phone app for greater flexibility





Comprehensive Warranty
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Optimum MagiCook PRO - The Best Decarboxylator Herbal Infuser





from  $298.00


  
    
    $349.00
    
  






THE OPTIMUM MAGICOOK PRO INCLUDES: 




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Stainless Steel Base-Heating Jug





3x Purifier mesh bags (25, 73 and 190 mesh)





3x Silicone spatulas





Silicone glove





Butter mold





Gummy bear silicone mold





User Manual with Recipes





Stainless Steel Cutting Blades





24x7 Support & Warranty





Comprehensive Warranty







Decarb Boxes (700ml, 1300ml) 
+ Thermometer (OPTIONAL)
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The Optimum Bon Appetit - A Pro’s Stand Mixer For the Household Cook





from  $669.00





The Optimum Bon Appetit Includes:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Standmixer Base





Aluminum Dough Hook





Aluminum/Stainless Steel Whisk





Aluminum Beater





6 Liter Stainless Steel Bowl 





Slicer Attachments (optional) 





Grinder (meat) Attachments (optional) 





Pasta Maker Attachments (optional) 





Mixing Shield 





24x7 Support & Warranty 






Comprehensive Warranty
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The Optimum Mamma Mia





$457.00


  
    
    $499.00
    
  






THE OPTIMUM MAMMA MIA COMES WITH:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Quality noodle mixing chamber with 8 different attachments -- Linguine, Spaghetti, Fettuccine, Tagliatelle, Angel Hair, Penne, Lasagna and Udon





Slow Juicer Attachment





Meat Grinder Attachment





Slicer/Shredder Attachment





Frozen Treat Attachment





Digital LCD Touch Screen Panel





Wet and Dry Measuring Cups






Cleaning Brush







Dough Scraper








24x7 Support & Warranty 





Comprehensive Warranty






User Manual & Recipe Book







WHY THE MAMMA MIA WILL BE YOUR NEW FAVOURITE KITCHEN ASSISTANT
VersatileIf you are looking for one of the most versatile kitchen appliances on the market today, you’ve come to the right place. The Optimum Mamma Mia does it all -- it makes fresh pasta/noodles, frozen treats, homemade mince, cold press juice and can shred vegetables and cheese in a matter of seconds. Access to expert support teamOur expert support team of avid juicers, nutritionists and chefs are always available to all Optimum customers. Whatever questions you have, you can be assured that a team member will be able to help you with anything you need.Thousands of Customer ReviewsThousands of customer reviews can be found on Facebook, Instagram, Choice and Product Review Australia. Our juicers are ranked #1, #2, #4, #5 and #6 on Product Review. 24x7 support & warrantyOur support and warranty team operate 24/7, all around the globe. When you purchase your Mamma Mia, you will have full access to our customer service team, regardless of the time of day.



WHAT CAN I MAKE WITH MY OPTIMUM MAMMA MIA?






FRESH PASTA AND NOODLES
  Say goodbye to store-bought options and savour the incomparable taste and texture of freshly made pasta in the comfort of your own kitchen!

  

COLD PRESS JUICE
    This incredible machine lets you create nutrient-packed, fresh juices that retain all the goodness and flavours of your favourite fruits and vegetables.
    



HOMEMADE MINCED MEAT
  Create flavorful homemade minced meat like never before! Experience the joy of customizing your perfect meal with herbs and spices!






FROZEN TREATS
  Beat the heat and treat yourself to delightful frozen creations. From creamy gelato to fruity sorbets and refreshing frozen yoghurts, the possibilities are endless, the Optimum Mamma Mia effortlessly blends and churns ingredients to create velvety-smooth, luscious frozen delights in no time.



SHREDDED CHEESE
  Simply pop in your favourite block of cheese, and let the shredder do the work for you. From soft to hard cheeses, it handles them all with ease, saving you time and effort in the kitchen.



SLICED AND SHREDDED VEGGIES
  Effortlessly slice cucumbers, carrots, and bell peppers into uniform shapes, adding a beautiful touch to your dishes.



Try Now
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CircuPlus EMS Massager





$259.00


  
    
    $359.00
    
  




THE CIRCUPLUS INCLUDES:




EMS Belt





4 x Electrode Pads





Remote Control





DC Adaptor with 2 x Cable Wire for Electrode Gel Pads





User Manual





24x7 Support & Warranty 





Comprehensive Warranty



TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED & TESTED BY LEADING INSTITUTIONS
CircuPlus uses Electrical Muscle Stimulation to simulate the act of normal exercise, generate a pleasant warmth and efficiently massage the user, resulting in a general feeling of relaxation and comfort. The massage effect of CircuPlus may help alleviate pains, tensions and could soothe aches.
As much as we hate to admit it, healthy habits are hard to come by. We sit and lie down for longer hours than we are active, and foods good for us usually sends us turning the other way.
With CircuPlus, you could be able to easily incorporate a major health benefit to your lifestyle. Unknown to most people, the foundation of good health is built upon healthy circulation. Your blood cells are responsible for transporting oxygen and nutrients throughout your body to help carry out all the mundane body functions you often take for granted. Without active blood cells to keep your body at its optimum, you will often find yourself feeling lethargic, prone to falling ill and taking longer to heal wounds or fight off viruses.
If all these apply to you or someone dear to you, it is time to pay closer attention to your circulation to ensure you stay active to keep your body healthy.
With CircuPlus, however, a great step towards achieving healthy circulation could be made just by sitting for 20-30 minutes a day - yes, it is unbelievably easy!
Try Now








CIRCUPLUS EMS MASSAGER FEATURES:
Could Improve Blood Circulation:
Poor circulation is a common problem in the elderly and people suffering from certain medical conditions, including Diabetes and High Blood Pressure – these are, unfortunately, often unable to engage in conventional exercise. The EMS Technology behind CircuPlus simulates the act of normal exercise, causing the muscles in the lower legs and feet to repeatedly contract and relax – this means you will benefit from the results of normal exercise while seated and enjoying a relaxing leg massage. As a consequence, the CircuPlus may aid to boost blood circulation and could reduce blood pooling, which causes stiffness and swelling from prolonged inactivity. The thermal heating function on the foot pads of the CircuPlus offers further support and relief, so you will have an altogether sense of relaxation and comfort.
May Relieve Pain and Swelling:
Swelling is often caused by poor circulation and can in turn result in pain in the swollen area. With CircuPlus, you can sit back, enjoy the soothing warmth (it boosts up to 45°C Thermal Heating), and let the relaxing massage soothe your pain and potentially increase your mobility and range of motion through the effects of electrical muscle stimulation.
Could Reduce Cramps and Discomfort:
If you are prone to leg cramps and discomfort, better blood circulation can help improve the problem. Therefore, if you are otherwise healthy, but work for long periods at a desk or have a sedentary lifestyle, then CircuPlus could help boost your lower leg circulation.
Advanced EMS Technology:
Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS) Technology induces reflex muscle contractions in the lower legs and feet to promote movement of the blood and loosen tense muscles. This means that, while the CircuPlus should not be seen as a substitute for normal active exercise, it does provide a means of exercising the lower legs passively while seated or otherwise relaxing. Your muscles will be active while you are getting a well-deserved massage.
25 varied Muscle Stimulation Waveforms:
By incorporating a wide variety of diverse waveforms to stimulate the target area every session, conditioning (or habituation, where muscles get use to the same contractions and the effects of stimulation decreases over time) is avoided. This way, consistent results are achieved in muscle stimulation. You can choose to activate the Auto mode which takes you through all 25 waveforms or the Manual mode to select and customize your massage with your preferred waveforms.
Body Electrode Pads:
Additional electrode pads may help you stimulate and improve aches and sores in other parts of your body at the same time, such as the shoulders, arms and back, so you can target and potentially soothe all your problem areas with just 30 minutes a day.
Quality Guaranteed by Optimum:
The Circuplus EMS Massager is a well built high quality machine with up to 4 speed settings for optimal pressure. The muscle massage gun is lightweight and easy to use, helps you relieve muscle stiffness and soreness, enhances and expedites muscle recovery, workout recovery and relaxes your body. Loosen up your muscles for a deeper stretch before workout, yoga or pilates.
Try Now


CircuPlus is designed as an effective, relaxing massager that could help boost circulation in the legs and feet using Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS).
EMS is an advanced technology used to mimic the neuromuscular responses in your body to induce involuntary muscle contractions. Using this technology, the CircuPlus may be able to induce a ‘pumping’ action in your lower legs by ‘tricking’ the muscles in your lower legs to ‘squeeze’ the blood vessels surrounding the muscles, and therefore could boost blood circulation.
EMS technology simulates the act of normal exercise, causing the muscles in the lower legs and feet to repeatedly contract and relax - meaning you will benefit from the results of normal exercise while seated and enjoying a relaxing massage.
Additionally, our CircuPlus is designed with 3 thermal heating modes on the foot pads, to achieve better results in a shorter time. Choose from 37°C, 40.5°C and 45°C heating modes anytime during your EMS foot massage to enjoy the soothing warmth of our thermal heating foot pads.
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Vibrofit Pro X





$595.00






THE VIBROFIT 3D INCLUDES: 




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





1 x Vibration Platform





Resistance Straps





Remote Control





User Manual





24x7 Support & Warranty 





Comprehensive Warranty



Please Note That We Only Sell Optimum Products
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CircuPlus Massage Gun





from  $239.00


  
    
    $450.00
    
  






THE CIRCUPLUS MASSAGE GUN INCLUDES




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Massage Gun with Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery





Six changeable massage heads





AC Wall Charger





Carrying Case





User Manual





24x7 Support & Warranty 





Comprehensive Warranty



Please Note That We Only Sell Optimum Products
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Cork Yoga Mat





$149.00


  
    
    $190.00
    
  






CORK YOGA MAT




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





1 x Cork Yoga Mat





1 x Carry Bag





1 x Yoga Exercise Sheet





24x7 Support & Warranty 





Comprehensive Warranty



WHY CORK






ANTIBACTERIAL


Cork does not absorb dust so protects against allergies and it is safe for children to play on it as well.






ALL NATURAL


An all natural product composed of a layer of cork on the surface and natural rubber underneath.






BIODEGRADABLE


The bark of cork trees regenerate, making this incredible material a 100% renewable, so it is both recyclable and biodegradable.






NON SLIP


Its grip is great, the more you sweat the better it holds your practice.






LONG LASTING


Cork is very durable so be prepared to keep it for a life time and why not, pass it on to your children.






Why Use a Cork Mat? A cork mat is suitable for all as it is not harmful for your health, unlike other plastic or latex yoga mats that may cause allergic reactions and skin irritations. Our cork yoga mat is non-toxic and does not cause allergies, making it safe for people of all types including children and pets. It is recommended for people with asthma and allergies because cork does not absorb dust, allergens or microorganisms. Easy To CleanOur cork yoga mats are completely odourless and easily cleaned with water due to its waterproof nature. Better Alignment and FormOur cork yoga mat will help you improve your yoga practice, whether you are a beginner, intermediate or advanced practitioner of yoga. Thanks to low profile visual cues, you will be able to strengthen your posture, form and consistency with ease. Watch as your yoga skills naturally improve with the help of our mat. 100% Biodegradable Unlike plastic yoga mats, our cork yoga mats are 100% biodegradable and much better for the planet. Thermoregulating Thanks to the structure of cork, air remains in the cells making it an incredibly good thermal insulator. Our high quality cork yoga mat will improve any practitioners' alignment and posture consistency thanks to specific, low profile visual cues. Due to cork's amazing natural properties, it will provide you with the essential grounding energy that is so needed in today’s modern and busy world. Advantages of using cork in yoga mats:Non-slip - Odourless - Sweat absorbent - Anti-Bacterial - Does not flake - Soft to the touch - Made with environmentally friendly and sustainable materials - Cork from the bark of the cork oak which self-regenerates throughout its life - A low ecological mat that will last you for years QUALITY GUARANTEED BY OPTIMUMThe Cork Yoga mad is the ideal surface for yoga, stretching, pilates or other exercises. Your purchase comes with an UNCONDITIONAL 30 day money back guarantee, NO QUESTIONS ASKED :-)
Try Now
BENEFITS OF YOGA

TIPS FOR IMPROVING YOUR YOGA EXPERIENCE
 1. Consistency  Consistency is key with Yoga. No one turns into a yoga master overnight. Setting and committing to a regular practice of yoga is the best way to increase your flexibility and make improvements.  2. A Great Yoga Mat  A great yoga mat like our cork mats are essential for anyone who is looking to improve their yoga practice. Poor quality mats may cause you to slip which will hinder and distract your yoga session.  3. Don’t Rush If there is a position that you are unable to perform, don’t stress and don’t rush. With consistent practice, your flexibility, strength and skills will improve.  4. Meditate  Traditional seated meditation practice is always recommended for anyone who is engaging in yoga practice as it will help you focus and unclutter your mind which will greatly improve your performance.  5. Use Yoga Props Using yoga props such as blankets, straps, blocks and bolsters will help you achieve a more diverse experience of the asanas and can help target specific muscle groups in your body that will alleviate chronic stress and tension.
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Discover What Sets Our Product Apart from the Competition



Key Features
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Special Deals on Refurbished Models









    
            
            Refurbished Blenders
        
            
            Refurbished Juicers
        
            
            Refurbished Home Cooking
        
            
            Refurbished Home Exercise
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Ex-DEMO - OPTIMUM 9200A (2nd Gen)





$395.00





The Optimum 9200a 2nd Gen Blender includes:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee - Including Return Postage





Blender Base with overload protection switch





UL, CE and FDA approved Eastman Tritan Copolyester BPA Free jug with lid and cap





Wet and dry multi-purpose 6-blade stainless steel assembly





Heavy duty tamper tool for improved processing and mixing + Spatula





Nut Milk Bag





Green bottle with phone holder 





24x7 Support & Warranty 





100+ page recipe book





Comprehensive Warranty
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Ex-DEMO - OPTIMUM G2.6 Platinum Series, Our Most Powerful Blender To Date





$476.10








The Optimum G2.6 Blender includes:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Mixer base with overload protection switch





UL, CE and FDA approved Eastman Tritan Copolyester BPA Free jug with lid and cap





Wet and dry multi-purpose 6-blade stainless steel assembly





Heavy duty tamper tool for improved processing and mixing + Spatula





Precise, finely tuned manual controls and six automatic preset one-touch programs





24x7 Support & Warranty





100+ page recipe book





Comprehensive Warranty





Additional 1L jug (optional)
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Ex-DEMO - Optimum 8200 - The Most Affordable High-Speed Blender!





$265.00







THE OPTIMUM 8200 INCLUDES: 




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Blender Base with overload protection switch





UL, CE and FDA approved Eastman Tritan Copolyester BPA Free jug with lid and cap





Wet and dry multi-purpose 6-blade stainless steel assembly





Heavy duty tamper tool for improved processing and mixing





24x7 Support & Warranty 





100+ page recipe book





Comprehensive Warranty
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EX-DEMO Optimum 600M - Best Compact Cold Press Juicer - 2023 Award Winner





$309.00







The Optimum 600M Juicer includes:




30-day money-back guarantee





1 x Optimum 600M Cold Press Juicer





1 x Juicing Screw (Auger)





1 x 600ml juice cup + 1x residue cup





Fine Strainer for Juice, Nut Milk and more





Blank Strainer for Ice Cream and Sorbet





Cleaning Brush and Tamper





24x7 Support & amp; Warranty





100 Juice recipes





Comprehensive Warranty
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Optimum H3000 2nd Gen EX-DEMO





$429.00







The Optimum H3000 2nd Gen Juicer includes:




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Juicer base with bowl and feeding chute





1 x glass juice jug 500ml + 1 x residue cup 750ml





Portable Vacuum bottle





Ceramic Auger (Juicing Screw)





Fine Strainer for Juice, Nutmilk and more





Juicer cleaning brush + tamper





24x7 Support & Warranty





100 juice recipes





Comprehensive Warranty
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Special Offer - Thermocook Pro M 2.0 Ex-Demo





$899.00







THE OPTIMUM THERMOCOOK PRO M 2.0 INCLUDES: 




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





ThermoCook Pro M 2.0 Base with Integrated Scale





2.5 Litre stainless steel bowl for blending and cooking





Steamer Insert





Cooker Insert (Inner Basket)





Stainless Steel Blade Assembly





Large digital LCD display to manually adjust time, temperature and speed + preset functions + reverse function





Butterfly Whisk





Spatula





24x7 Support & Warranty





100+ built in recipes WIFI and ability to use and program your own recipes into a mobile phone app for greater flexibility





Comprehensive Warranty
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Optimum Thermocook Pro Ex-Demo





$448.00





THE OPTIMUM THERMOCOOK PRO DEMO INCLUDES: 




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





2.0 Litre detachable stainless steel jar for blending and cooking





Lower 2.6 Litre steamer and upper 3 Litre steamer with lid





Butterfly and kneading blade





Stainless steel blade assembly





Large 70x50mm LCD screen





Separate Precise Glass Scale





Soft silicon rubber spatula





24x7 Support & Warranty





Comprehensive Warranty
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Thermocook Pro Ex-Demo + Extra FREE Jug worth $178





$438.00


  
    
    $616.00
    
  




THE OPTIMUM THERMOCOOK PRO DEMO INCLUDES: 




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





2.0 Litre detachable stainless steel jar for blending and cooking





Lower 2.6 Litre steamer and upper 3 Litre steamer with lid





Butterfly and kneading blade





Stainless steel blade assembly





Large 70x50mm LCD screen





Separate Precise Glass Scale





Soft silicon rubber spatula





24x7 Support & Warranty





Comprehensive Warranty
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Ex-Demo Optimum MagiCook PRO





$268.00







THE OPTIMUM MAGICOOK PRO INCLUDES: 




30 Day Money Back Guarantee





Stainless Steel Base-Heating Jug





3x Purifier mesh bags (25, 73 and 190 mesh)





3x Silicone spatulas





Silicone glove





Butter mold





Gummy bear silicone mold





User Manual with Recipes





Stainless Steel Cutting Blades





24x7 Support & Warranty





Comprehensive Warranty
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Ex-Demo - CircuPlus EMS Massager





$233.00





THE CIRCUPLUS INCLUDES:




EMS Belt





4 x Electrode Pads





Remote Control





DC Adaptor with 2 x Cable Wire for Electrode Gel Pads





User Manual





24x7 Support & Warranty 





Comprehensive Warranty



TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED & TESTED BY LEADING INSTITUTIONS
CircuPlus uses Electrical Muscle Stimulation to simulate the act of normal exercise, generate a pleasant warmth and efficiently massage the user, resulting in a general feeling of relaxation and comfort. The massage effect of CircuPlus may help alleviate pains, tensions and could soothe aches.
As much as we hate to admit it, healthy habits are hard to come by. We sit and lie down for longer hours than we are active, and foods good for us usually sends us turning the other way.
With CircuPlus, you could be able to easily incorporate a major health benefit to your lifestyle. Unknown to most people, the foundation of good health is built upon healthy circulation. Your blood cells are responsible for transporting oxygen and nutrients throughout your body to help carry out all the mundane body functions you often take for granted. Without active blood cells to keep your body at its optimum, you will often find yourself feeling lethargic, prone to falling ill and taking longer to heal wounds or fight off viruses.
If all these apply to you or someone dear to you, it is time to pay closer attention to your circulation to ensure you stay active to keep your body healthy.
With CircuPlus, however, a great step towards achieving healthy circulation could be made just by sitting for 20-30 minutes a day - yes, it is unbelievably easy!
Try Now








CIRCUPLUS EMS MASSAGER FEATURES:
Could Improve Blood Circulation:
Poor circulation is a common problem in the elderly and people suffering from certain medical conditions, including Diabetes and High Blood Pressure – these are, unfortunately, often unable to engage in conventional exercise. The EMS Technology behind CircuPlus simulates the act of normal exercise, causing the muscles in the lower legs and feet to repeatedly contract and relax – this means you will benefit from the results of normal exercise while seated and enjoying a relaxing leg massage. As a consequence, the CircuPlus may aid to boost blood circulation and could reduce blood pooling, which causes stiffness and swelling from prolonged inactivity. The thermal heating function on the foot pads of the CircuPlus offers further support and relief, so you will have an altogether sense of relaxation and comfort.
May Relieve Pain and Swelling:
Swelling is often caused by poor circulation and can in turn result in pain in the swollen area. With CircuPlus, you can sit back, enjoy the soothing warmth (it boosts up to 45°C Thermal Heating), and let the relaxing massage soothe your pain and potentially increase your mobility and range of motion through the effects of electrical muscle stimulation.
Could Reduce Cramps and Discomfort:
If you are prone to leg cramps and discomfort, better blood circulation can help improve the problem. Therefore, if you are otherwise healthy, but work for long periods at a desk or have a sedentary lifestyle, then CircuPlus could help boost your lower leg circulation.
Advanced EMS Technology:
Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS) Technology induces reflex muscle contractions in the lower legs and feet to promote movement of the blood and loosen tense muscles. This means that, while the CircuPlus should not be seen as a substitute for normal active exercise, it does provide a means of exercising the lower legs passively while seated or otherwise relaxing. Your muscles will be active while you are getting a well-deserved massage.
25 varied Muscle Stimulation Waveforms:
By incorporating a wide variety of diverse waveforms to stimulate the target area every session, conditioning (or habituation, where muscles get use to the same contractions and the effects of stimulation decreases over time) is avoided. This way, consistent results are achieved in muscle stimulation. You can choose to activate the Auto mode which takes you through all 25 waveforms or the Manual mode to select and customize your massage with your preferred waveforms.
Body Electrode Pads:
Additional electrode pads may help you stimulate and improve aches and sores in other parts of your body at the same time, such as the shoulders, arms and back, so you can target and potentially soothe all your problem areas with just 30 minutes a day.
Quality Guaranteed by Optimum:
The Circuplus EMS Massager is a well built high quality machine with up to 4 speed settings for optimal pressure. The muscle massage gun is lightweight and easy to use, helps you relieve muscle stiffness and soreness, enhances and expedites muscle recovery, workout recovery and relaxes your body. Loosen up your muscles for a deeper stretch before workout, yoga or pilates.
Try Now


CircuPlus is designed as an effective, relaxing massager that could help boost circulation in the legs and feet using Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS).
EMS is an advanced technology used to mimic the neuromuscular responses in your body to induce involuntary muscle contractions. Using this technology, the CircuPlus may be able to induce a ‘pumping’ action in your lower legs by ‘tricking’ the muscles in your lower legs to ‘squeeze’ the blood vessels surrounding the muscles, and therefore could boost blood circulation.
EMS technology simulates the act of normal exercise, causing the muscles in the lower legs and feet to repeatedly contract and relax - meaning you will benefit from the results of normal exercise while seated and enjoying a relaxing massage.
Additionally, our CircuPlus is designed with 3 thermal heating modes on the foot pads, to achieve better results in a shorter time. Choose from 37°C, 40.5°C and 45°C heating modes anytime during your EMS foot massage to enjoy the soothing warmth of our thermal heating foot pads.
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Generous 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee



        

      
        
        
          



    
    
    
        
        
        
            
            At Froothie we guarantee customer satisfaction by offering a 30-day no-questions-asked money-back guarantee. We want our customers to be 100% satisfied with their purchase & be able to test out our amazing appliances at home risk-free. Discover why people love the Optimum brand. 
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What our community has to say
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H3000 2nd
Incredible! I love my juicer!

Makes for the most perfect juice! The blades are incredible and do all of the work for you. I make fresh juice and ice-poles with my juicer and I am so impressed with this machine! 
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Mamma Mia
Love this product! So compact and easy to use and clean

I have been using the Optimum Mamma Mia for about a month. Absolutely love that it’s so compact easy to use and clean. I also that it’s one device that can mince, shred, slice, juice and make pasta. 
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Bon Appetit
An amazing stand mixer!

What I love most about this mixer is the large but lightweight metal bowl, making it perfect for baking larger batches yet also easy to handle and wash. The timer function allows me to just leave it unsupervised to do its job, knowing it'll stop automatically after the set time. In addition, the suction cups at the bottom keeps it firmly in place so I don't have to worry about its stability. It's quieter than I expected too, especially for a larger mixer like this. Definitely recommend!
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Magicook
Amazing! 

So many incredible sites for this machine but especially making infused syrups and nut milks - the best! We are obsessed with our rosemary & sage infused syrup we made using the Magicook Pro!
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9200A
I love this blender!  

 so powerful and the blades are sharp enough to blend whatever I need - ice, beans, fruits & veggies etc. I use it almost every day for smoothies, dips and soup etc - all work wonderfully! Very easy to clean as well! I can't wait to use it to make my nut butter soon!

            
 
            
                
                    

                
                
                    

                
                
                    

                
                
                    

                
                
                    

                
            

        

    



                
            

            
        

    










  
  
    
      



        
        
          




        

      
        
        
          






View All Reviews
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                    Shop with confidence
Best rated blenders & juicers in Australia
According to productreview.com.au & choice
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             Froothie TV 
             22k Subscriber · 10k Videos 

        

     



     
        
            
                
                    
                    
                         

                         Experience unparalleled blending power with the Optimum 9400X, Australia's leading high-speed and commercial blender used in cafes, restaurants and juice bars all over the country. Equipped with a professional sound cover to minimise noise and a brand new jug design to improve vortex formation.

                    

                

            
        
            
                
                    
                    
                         

                         Experience the excellence of the Optimum 600XXL Big Mouth Cold Press Juicer, crowned Australia's#1 slow juicer. Effortlessly craft nutritious juices with this easy-to-use slow juicer, designed for no-food-prep convenience. Elevate your juicing game in 2024 with the best juicer

                    

                

            
        
            
                
                    
                    
                         

                         Unleash culinary mastery with the 2024 & 2023 Productreview Award Winner, the Thermocook Pro M 2.0, your top-tier thermo cooker and the ultimate Thermomix alternative. Elevate your cooking experience with cutting-edge technology — your perfect kitchen companion in 2024!
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Compare To Competitors



            

          
        
      
        
        
          
            
              



    
    
    
        
        
        
            
            Want to know how Optimum appliances compare to some of our biggest competitors? Explore our extensive range of articles, videos and comparisons to find out more.

        
    
    





            

          
        
      
        
        
           
            






See Comparison





          

        
      
    

  






 

  
  
    







Explore More
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Recipes & Videos

Make the most out of your Optimum appliance with recipes and videos. 





    Get Inspired
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Froothie - A better life

Want to know more about Froothie? Well, buckle up and let’s get to know each other!





    About Froothie
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Money-back Guarantee

We our offering a 30-day money back gaurantee, for our quality appliances*.





    Know More
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Our Partner

Focus on quality and durability has meant that each appliance is manufactured with precision.





    View our partner





        

    
  






 

  
  
    





Find cooking how- to's, tips, recipes and more



On the blog
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Best Smoothie Blenders in Australia

Are you on the hunt for the best blender for smoothies in Australia? Well, look no further! We’re going to explore ...





    Read More
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How to Use a Lemon Juicer

Juicing a lemon may sound like a simple task. You simply squeeze the lemon and… tadaaaa, juice! However, did you know there is ...





    Read More
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Thermomix Alternative: Multifunction Cooking Devices 101

If you’re searching for a fast and easy solution to get delicious dinners on the table every night, you may have been ...





    Read More
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    Proud distributors of the Optimum range in New Zealand.    
Froothie New Zealand
Suite 4696, Level 1,
6 Johnsonville Road, Johnsonville, 
Wellington 6037
    
Customer service: support@froothie.co.nz
tel. : 0800 741 369
11am-7pm
Direct : (04) 887 0295
Whatsapp: +61 3 8609 2210
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    Customer Care
Contact Us

Money back Guarantee

Delivery Info

FAQ
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Register Your Warranty

Product Manuals
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